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Richard Mills of Stratford, Connecticut; or is it New Haven, Long Island or Westchester?

by John Drobnicki

The following paper is intended to clarify information about Richard Mills. Several standard genealogical reference works offer conflicting information about this man, or, to be more accurate, these men.

According to Henry Stiles' History of Ancient Wethersfield [1:286], Richard Mills was an early settler of Wethersfield who subsequently removed to Fairfield (1642), Stratford, Stamford (1653) and, finally, to Westchester (1663). Savage's Genealogical Dictionary ([1:100], 1677) also has Mills settling in Stratford before moving on to Westchester and Stamford. In his History and Genealogy of the Families of Old Fairfield [1:411], Donald Lines Jacobus placed Mills in Stratford and Stamford, but with no mention of Westchester. Samuel Grott's History of Stratford [1:184, 241], on the other hand, placed Richard in Stratford and Westchester, with no mention of Stamford. William Wilcoxson's History of Stratford [124] followed the same pattern as Stiles. In his unpublished manuscripts, the Long Island historian Herbert Seversmith wrote that Mills went from Stratford to Southampson, Long Island and then on to Westchester; but Seversmith, influenced by Spencer Mead's History of Ye Town of Greenwich [617], also added New Haven to the long list of towns that Richard Mills was supposed to have lived in.

What is one to make of all this? Was Richard Mills really as mobile as these writers make him out to be? After all, it seems that he slept in almost as many places as George Washington. Mobility, however, doesn't provide all the answers, because Mills couldn't have been in more than one place at the same time. To have confused such eminent historians and genealogists, there would have had to have been more than one Richard Mills. As we shall see, there were three.

At a time when spelling was still done phonetically, the same surname was often spelled differently by different people. Hence it is not surprising that in various colonial records and sources the name "Mills" is written as Mils, Myles, Miles, Myles, Mylls, and even Myles. This, therefore, provides one explanation of how there could have been more than one Richard Mills and how easily they could have been confused with one another by later researchers.

First of all, both Stiles and Mead confused Richard Mills of Stratford with Richard Miles of New Haven. Although we would pronounce their surnames differently because of the way that they're spelled, people in the 17th century would have pronounced them the same: "Mills." Thus, Mills and Miles were often written interchangeably.

Richard Miles emigrated from Horsley, county Hertford, England in 1636 [MEHR, LIV:352], along with his first wife and (at that time) three children. Stiles [1:136] didn't think that the family came from Watertown, Massachusetts, so they may have come from another Massachusetts town or may have emigrated directly to Wethersfield. In 1636, Miles moved from Wethersfield to Quinipiaus (New Haven) [Stiles, 1:140], and from there went to New Haven (Milford) in 1639 with Rev. Peter Puunden's company [Stiles, 1:138], where he served as a judge [Calder, 108].

Miles returned to New Haven in 1641, at which time he was admitted to the First Church of Christ [Dexter, 5], and to the General Court [New Haven Recs., 1:59]. Miles became a deacon in 1656 [Dexter, 5], and he also appears in New Haven records as surveyor of roads and bridges, appraiser of estates, officer of artillery, ship-builder, baker, and miller [New Haven Recs., 1:148, 392; II:158, 202, 258; Calder, 155, 156, 160]. The genealogy of the Richard Miles family can be followed in both Jacobus' Families of Ancient New Haven ([VIII:182-193]) and Susan M. Abbott's Families of Early Milford ([446-456]); the two works differ on some details.

With Wethersfield, Milford, and New Haven now accounted for, we are still left with the claim that Richard Mills was in Stratford, Southampson, Stamford, and Westchester.

Richard Mills was an early settler of Stratford, Connecticut. While the very early Stratford town records no longer exist, Richard Mills' name appears in the Connecticut colonial records in 1644, involved in various court cases [Co. Col. Recs., 1:109, 110, 114, 115]. Those records don't mention which town Mills was living in, but the fact that he sold his land in Stratford in 1650 to Joseph Hauley [Grott, 5:241; Wilcoxson, 76] indicates that he must have been there prior to that date. Mills was married...
to the daughter of Sergeant Francis Nichols [Orcutt, I:241], who was present in Pequannock (Stratford) in 1639, when Connecticut's General Court assigned him "to traine the men and exercise them in military discipline" there [CT. Col. Recs., I:36]. The fact that Nichols was in Stratford in 1639 led historians and genealogists to suggest that his son-in-law, Richard Mills, might also have been there as early as that date [Orcutt, I:241; Wilcoxson, 124]; but it is impossible to say with certainty.

After selling his land in Stratford in 1650, Mills removed to Stratford, where his name appears in the records for the first time in April 1654, testifying in a court case concerning Capt. John Manning [New Haven Recs., II:75]. The Long Island historian Herbert Seversmith claimed that Mills moved to Southampton, Long Island after he left Stratford in 1650 [The American Genealogist, XI:197; Seversmith MS., notobook 4], but the reader will see below why this is incorrect.

In Stratford, Mills married Ann, the widow of Vincent Sinkins [Jacobus, Old Fairfield, I:411] and is mentioned as being a schoolmaster there [Stratford Town Recs., I:32; New Haven Recs., II:329]. Ann's father, Henry Ackerly, was in New Haven as early as Apr. 1640 [New Haven Recs., I:32] and died in 1658 [Stratford Town Recs., I:65, 71]. Vincent Sinkins, one of the original purchasers of Stamford in 1640-41 [Stiles, I:142-144], had died in 1653 [New Haven Recs., II:159]. On Mar. 6, 1662/3, Richard Mills sold his home and belongings to Joseph Alsop, who was acting as agent for Mrs. Margaret Sheafe of Boston, and the document was also signed by A. H. Mills (presumably, his wife Ann) [Stratford Town Recs., I:32].

The following was a child of Richard Mills by his first wife, --- Nicholas:

Samuel, who was in Stamford in June 1659, when he witnessed a will [Stratford Town Recs., I:77]. He was married to Mary --- (Jacobus, Old Fairfield, I:411). Samuel left Stratford and moved back to Stratford, where he purchased land from Hope Washburn on Dec. 24, 1666, and from his uncle Caleb Nichols on Oct. 29, 1668 [Orcutt, I:241]. Samuel resided in a section of Stratford known as Gringoke [Orcutt, I:721], which was located at the narrows of the Housatonic River between Stratford and Milford. He was still in Stratford in January 1673/4, at which time he concluded a whaling agreement with John Tomson of Brookhaven, Long Island [Brookhaven Recs., 106], and Orcutt wrote that Samuel lived in Stratford for twenty years before moving to Southampton, Long Island [Orcutt, I:241-242]. Samuel must not have lived long in Southampton, for his will was presented there in March 1684/5 [Jacobus, Old Fairfield, I:411]. In 1706, Samuel's Stratford property was delivered to his son and only heir, Richard [Jacobus, Old Fairfield, I:411].

It is not known whether the following children of Richard Mills of Stratford and Stamford were by his first or second wife, and they are listed below in no particular order:

Richard, who was married to Lydia Knapp, daughter of Roger, and who lived in Greenwich, Connecticut [Jacobus, Old Fairfield, I:411].

John, a shipwright, who was granted four acres by the town of Stamford in June 1697 [Huntington, 57]. He sold his ship, the Blossom, in 1691 [Huntington, 57]. John was dead by 1706 [Stamford Land Recs., A:444; B:282], and his "antient widow," Mary, died in Stamford on Nov. 19, 1732 [Huntington, 58]. Their children were John, Mary, William, and Robert [Stamford Land Recs., A:444; Huntington, 58]; the descendants of John Mills, Jr., can be found in Jacobus, Old Fairfield, II:653-667.

Richard Mills also had a step-son, Daniel Sinkins [Stratford Town Recs., I:71], who died in 1699 in Bedford [Atwater, 69].


The name "Richard Mills" does not appear in the Southampton, Long Island records until 1660, which makes it tempting to think that this was the same man that had been in Stratford after all, Mills sold his land in Stratford in 1650. The evidence, however, indicates that Richard Mills was in Southampton for several years prior to 1650, during which time the other Richard Mills was in Stratford.
William S. Pellegrino, the editor of the early published Southampton records, wrote that Mills seemed to have acted as schoolmaster since the time of the settlement there (i.e., 1640), and that the early records were in his handwriting (Southampton Recs., I:284-285). First-hand examination of the original manuscript Southampton records has confirmed some of Pellegrino’s assertions: many, but not all, of the early records are in Mills’ hand. The earliest document in his hand, although his name does not appear, which this writer found was dated Apr. 8, 1643 (Southampton MS., A:i:13). Numerous records written in his hand appear throughout the 1640s, and the records of 1650–51 are clearly in his distinctive handwriting.

This record Richard Mills (or third, if one counts Richard Miles), a schoolmaster, was made free man in Southampton on Oct. 7, 1650, and was sworn in as town clerk and town clerk there between 1650 and 1652 (Southampton MS., A:73, 82, 92). He was one of the original inhabitants of New Amsterdam in May 1663 (Boxtown, XII:285). Although Mills held his homestead to John Cooper, Jr., on Mar. 7, 1651/2 (Southampton MS., A:162), he still owned land on the “little plain” (Southampton MS., A:162, 178), on which he continued to live.

Even though Richard Mills’ name does not appear in the Southampton records after early 1652, this does not mean that he left the town. As mentioned above, the land he sold to Cooper did not include his property on the little plain. First-hand examination of the manuscript records shows that the records from 1652 on are written in others’ hands; but a document dated Oct. 8, 1656 clearly is written in Mills’ hand (Southampton MS., A:110). Possibly the gravity of the document (the banishment of Richard Smith from Southampton) explains why Mills, rather than the secretary or clerk at the time, entered it in the record book. As noted above, the Richard Mills from Stratford was already in Stamford at this time.

Sometime around the year 1657, Richard Mills removed from Southampton to Middletown (Newtown), Long Island, which was an English settlement within the boundaries of the Dutch colony of New Netherland. In Middletown, Mills became involved in a dispute over a “town-house.” A house had been built, at public expense, for the use of the minister/teacher, Rev. John Moore. After Moore died in Sept. 1657, his family retained possession of the house and, when asked to do so, refused to turn it over to the new schoolmaster — Richard Mills (Riker, 49-50; Moore, 31-32). Finally, on Feb. 18, 1661, Peter Stuyvesant, New Netherland’s Director-General, ordered that the house be turned over to Mills (Riker, 50; Moore, 32). His name is mentioned in the Newtown records as late as Feb. 24, 1662/3 (Newtown Town Recs., I:38; NYCB, LXXXIII:362). It should be pointed out, also, that while Richard Mills of Long Island was in Middletown, the other Richard Mills was clearly still in Stamford.

Mills’ problems in Middletown, however, would pale in comparison to what was next in store for him. He left Middletown and moved to Westchester (Riker, 59; Howell, 432-433), which was the border territory between the Dutch in New Netherland and the English in Connecticut. Both colonies claimed the area and, as town clerk in Westchester, Richard Mills found himself in the middle of the dispute. Connecticut had previously recognized New Netherland’s jurisdiction over the territory; but in Oct. 1662 Connecticut formally notified the inhabitants of Westchester that they were included within the boundaries of Connecticut, and that they were required to send deputies to the Connecticut Assembly (Bolton, XI:280–281).

It was the way in which Mills handled this delicate problem which infuriated Peter Stuyvesant. According to custom, Mills, as town clerk, should have forwarded Connecticut’s letters and instructions to Stuyvesant; but he didn’t, making him, in Stuyvesant’s eyes, a conspirator. Under a recently enacted law, Westchester should have nominated magistrates for the coming year and presented them to Stuyvesant; but it seems that both Mills and the people of Westchester refused to do this (Bolton, XI:282–283). On Apr. 30, 1663 Mills wrote to Stuyvesant, informing him that “we the inhabitants of this place, have not plotted nor conspired against your Honour,” that they didn’t ask Connecticut to try to annex them, and that the reason that the people of Westchester were so hesitant was because Connecticut acted in the name of their king (Bolton, X:204, XI:281). This must not have satisfied Stuyvesant, however, for the Director-General imprisoned Richard Mills in New Amsterdam in May 1664 (Bolton, XI:283–284). Mills, being “antient and weakly ... and lame with pain in my back, hips and joints,” was released on June 18, 1663 after having confessed his guilt to the satisfaction of the Dutch (Bolton, XII:284–285). Although he was only in prison for about a month, Mills died shortly after his release, leading the English in Westchester to claim that he had been mistreated by his Dutch jailers (N.Y. Col. Docs., XII:33).

I am planning to publish a genealogy of the immigrant George Mills in a year or two. This George (1605–94) came from Yorkshire, England, probably came to Mass. Bay in 1630, then meandered through Connecticut and the New Haven Colonies before going to Hempstead, L.I., NY, and finally Jamaica, L.I., NY.

I am hoping to include as many branches of his descendants as I can in this work and am uncovering new material every month. But I need help in locating Mills histories.

Please help me locate as many Mills descendants as possible. Even if you are unsure about a family’s ancestry, if you contact me perhaps I can sort them out for you. Write to: Michael Mills, RR1 Box 2168, Hinesburg, VT 05461.

Canadian Queries?

Are your ancestors lost in Canada? Submit two FREE queries to “The Journal of Canadian Queries” and you might just find them! In order to qualify each submission must be 50 words or less and focus on a single topic. Your query can deal with a person, place or thing. When constructing a query remember the 5 Ws — WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN and WHY. An example of an acceptable query:

Seeking complete birthdate of Emma LYTLE, born c. 1908, Oro Simcoe County, Ontario. Parents Jack LYTLE/Martha GRAHAM. — Jason Appleby, 126 Victoria St, Sudbury, ON P3C 1L3

You MUST include your FULL name and address to have your query published. You can send your queries by e-mail or regular mail. (See addresses below). For complete details on how to obtain the journal and the publication of your free queries, please send a self addressed stamped (American postage is acceptable) envelope to: Allan Shelawell, Editor, Journal of Canadian Queries, 549 Victoria Street, Sudbury, ON, Canada P3C 1L3 (Sorry, but the above information cannot be sent by e-mail).

Queries to the above-noted address or e-mail: A.Shelawell@genie.geis.com

Prepared by Michael Mills, RR1 Box 2168, Hinesburgh, Vermont 05461.
Backissues of Mills Ancestry

The following issues of this newsletter are available as back issues. Actually, they’re just piled up here. If you want I’ll send you what I can from the list below.

Mills Ancestry #10, 11, 15, 16, 19, 23, 24, 31, 32, 33
Please send a dollar for each.

Make Someone A Happy Genie.

I try to have enough solid material worth writing about before I put out a new issue of Mills Ancestry. Thus, sometimes there is a long wait between issues. That long wait does slow down the exchange of ideas and tends to dampen spirits. So send in your letters, articles, queries, notes and/or comments and help keep the ball rolling! Research and articles are compensated with subscription issues.

392. Stuyvesant, however, denied the English charges, writing that “it is notorious that he [mills] lived eight months after his discharge, and during that time had made divers inland journeys hither and thither, and last October [1663] to Hartford” [Sey. Col. Docs., II:397], at which time, incidentally, in an obvious slap at Dutch rule in Westchester, “Mr.” Richard Miles was made a freeman by Connecticut’s General Court [Sey. Col. Docs., I:412].

The children of Richard Mills of Long Island and Westchester were:

Mary, who married Nathaniel Norton sometime between 1661 and 1667, probably in Southampton, and they subsequently removed to Brookhaven, Long Island. They had seven children; Isaac, Nathaniel, George, Mary, Sarah, Hannah, and Jonathan. She was still living in 1685, when her husband’s will was probated. [The American Genealogist, XV:196-198; Seward MS., notebook 4.]

Samuel, who, “aged about 25 years,” testified in a court case in Middleburg on Dec. 29, 1660 [Newtown Court Recs., I:31]. Along with his father, he was made a freeman by the Connecticut General Court in Oct. 1663 [Sey. Col. Docs., I:412]. He appears in the Southampton records for the first time in Apr. 1671, when he witnessed his brother Isaac’s land purchase [Sey. Col. Docs., II:59]. Samuel purchased land in Southampton on Aug. 27, 1677 from Joseph Foster and made a freeman in Apr. 1, 1685 [Sey. Col. Docs., II:282]. It should be pointed out that for much of the period that this Samuel Mills was in Southampton, the other Samuel Mills was clearly in Stratford, Connecticut [Willcoxson, 47n; Brookhaven Recs., 106].

Isaac, who appears in the Southampton records for the first time in Apr. 1671, when he purchased a house and four acres from John Beswick [Sey. Col. Docs., II:59]. He was married to Elizabeth — [Sey. Col. Docs., II:123-134]. Howell placed him in Bridgehampton in 1694 [Howell, 433], and he appears in Southampton’s tax list of Sept. 11, 1696 [Sey. Col. Docs., II:362]. It is assumed that he is the “Doctor Mills” referred to in the records [Sey. Col. Docs., I:301]. Isaac’s children were Joseph Foster, Jonathan, and David [Howell, 433].

Phoebe, who married Lot Burnet in Southampton on Oct. 20, 1675 [Sey. Col. Docs., II:242]. It is not known when either one died, but Lot Burnet is included in Southampton’s Sept. 11, 1696 tax list [Sey. Col. Docs., II:362].

It is clear from the foregoing information that many of the standard genealogical reference works have confused Richard Miles, Richard Mills, and Richard Miles. As the reader has seen, this was something that was easy to do, since their names were for all intents and purposes the same; and the fact that the latter two both had sons named Samuel only added to the mistakes. Also adding to the confusion were the unusual and changing boundaries of the towns and colonies that these men lived in — at one time or another, Southampton, Westchester, and Middleburg (called Hastings) were all part of Connecticut, and that same Southampton, although physically separated from it, was part of the New Haven colony. Thus, when the name “Richard Mills” appears in Connecticut records in 1663, who would have guessed that this was actually the man from Long Island and Westchester?

It is hoped that this paper will make a contribution, however small, to a clearer understanding of these three men and their respective families, and that it will provide a framework for future researchers interested in the three Richard Mileses.